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Abstract8

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the strategy-quality relationship through a detailed9

evaluation of the contributions of these two fields. Initially, it is a question of describing the10

process of strategic reflection, as well as the quality processes in a specific context which is the11

ISO 9001 certified Moroccan companies, to eventually examine and understand the12

interference mechanisms between the two functions.Based on the organizational theories, the13

strategic schools, the key concepts of the TQM, and the contributions of the 2015 version of14

the ISO 9001 standards we have proposed a performance-based unified theoretical integrative15

framework. From a methodological point of view, the coherence between the problematic and16

the data to which we have access and the nature of the studied phenomenon has led us to17

prioritize a multi-method research approach.18

19

Index terms— quality approach, business strategy, relationship, model, quality behavior, QMS, competitive20
advantage.21

1 I. Introduction22

he business world has undergone profound changes in recent years. The accelerated pace of change has led23
to a form of uncertainty that forces companies to develop a higher capacity for innovation and adaptation24
to an increasingly turbulent economic environment. This has become noticeable as competition and product25
diversification increases between companies.26

Businesses have been called upon to master and improve the performance of all their processes to ensure their27
sustainability, by setting more advanced strategies regarding quality, innovation, and flexibility. Which requires28
substantial organizational and technological skills. In this sense, all companies recognize quality as an essential29
vector of competitiveness and a strategic variable for survival.30

Quality is becoming increasingly important, even at the highest level of management within the organization:31
corporate strategy. Of course, strategic thinking has significantly evolved taking into account new needs.32

However, the process of strategy has yet to be sufficiently influenced by potential attributions, which can be33
provided by better integration of quality.34

The nature of the quality-strategy interface is not well known and relatively new. Some complex links found35
during the survey and multiple contextual variables that could affect them. Which, in my point of view, shows36
the requirement of the use of a multimethod approach. For this reason, this study started with a research phase37
that is both theoretical and empirical: the theoretical research has made it possible to link strategic currents38
with contributions regarding quality systems. Empirical research has allowed having a better understanding39
of the reality of the two practices as well as the modalities of their intersections within a Moroccan context.40
The results of this double exploration led to the more precise expression of the problem by limiting our field of41
investigation to companies with a quality management system and introducing the improvement of performance42
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3 II. QUALITY APPROACH AND CORPORATE

as a mediating variable within this relationship. The research model developed after this first qualitative phase43
was tested and validated through a second quantitative empirical step a) Theoretical framework: A renewal of44
approaches Over time, strategy and quality have evolved incessantly and sometimes dramatically since appearing.45
This development draws parallelism between the two practices since they have attempted to answer problems46
that marked the period in question. However, only recently a theoretical approach between strategy and quality47
as a single corpus has been noticed.48

Nevertheless, studying the interface of the two practices still presents many ambiguities both at the theoretical49
level and at the managerial level. On the one hand, quality and strategy are two distinct multidimensional field,50
and the study of their relationship requires simultaneous consideration of the relationships between the processes51
as well as the actions that form them. On the other hand, organizing the quality approach in an efficient52
way and harmony with the general strategy requires reconciling numerous and often contradictory perspectives.53
The strategy being the result of a process of inter-functional negotiations, while the quality approach meets54
requirements set by standards.55

2 b) The quality and corporate strategy approach: A contro-56

versial relationship57

The problem of the quality-strategy interface still arouses the enthusiasm of researchers and practitioners, because,58
despite contributions to organizational thinking, the quality approach is gradually losing its consecration within59
companies. Due to its inability to integrate a strategic perspective.60

This failure to meet the full potential of quality is because, among other things, the increase in the costs61
generated by the function, which does not necessarily translate into a proportional increase in profits. Quality62
practitioners are more concerned with business performance and do not have enough time to measure the financial63
impact of their decisions. Indeed, in the pursuit of competitive advantage, the customer focus can no longer64
dominate the strategic thinking alone; special attention must also be paid to other stakeholders. This includes65
shareholders who are more interested in the short term and financial performance. In this sense, quality plays66
only a peripheral role in the strategic analysis.67

With the emergence of strategic management, as well as the fact that the role of quality was more of a support68
function and a short-term vision. Two of the many factors contributing to the suppression of the practice to the69
background before this period. The strategic interest in the quality function is because quality has made a lot70
of practical contributions, but few theoretical contributions. Also, quality materializes mainly in the solution of71
the parallels pursued, while the orientations of the qualitative policy can be as valuable as the level of strategic72
formulation.73

There are in some cases an inconsistency between the aims of the company, and the objectives outlined in its74
quality policy; something that prevents the quality approach from becoming a dominant outlook for the company.75

These potential overlaps between quality and strategy can leave misconceptions about possible competition76
between the two practices to improve the company’s performance. Even if it is true that strategy dominates all77
the other functions of the company even that of quality. However, it is necessary to grant the quality approach78
as being part of the driving force of the strategy.79

3 II. Quality Approach and Corporate80

Strategy: A Hystorical and Conceptual Parallels81
Tracing the evolutions of quality and strategy leads us to position ourselves more in perspective of chronological82

reconciliation and to trace the exchanges between the two processes. The dominant models that characterize83
the quality approach and the strategy of companies evolve in response to the successive transformations of the84
environment in which they operate. In each period, a turning point occurs in each part that it can integrate85
new approaches by adapting and giving birth to a new paradigm and thus mark a new break. This retrospective86
examination of the history of the two practices confirms in the hypothesis, of a certain determinism of the87
evolution of strategy and quality as well as a contingency to the economic and social environment. Also, perhaps88
the fact that strategy and quality are born almost at the same time is not fortuitous. The two practices seek to89
reaffirm their legitimacy in the company but also in the academic field. The first signs of a possible proximity90
between the two practices are apparent.91

Moreover, the types of evolution of the two practices are almost identical; Regarding quality and strategy,92
there is no unifying paradigm. In strategy, Mintzberg and Lampel 1 Although for some researchers these ideas93
may be confusing, Mintzberg and Lampel believe that it is, on the contrary, an enrichment and broadening of the94
perspective of the practice. Regarding quality, there is no integrative vision of the whole field, quality assurance,95
quality management system, total quality management, etc. are all disciplinary fields, without encompassing96
the entire quality approach. In addition to this comparison, there are numerous conceptual proximities between97
quality and strategy. First, quality and strategy are at the confluence of several practices. count, for example,98
ten different schools of thought representing different processes of strategic questioning, but also different parts99
of the same strategic thinking.100

Although they have an identified field of research, other human and social sciences have inspired these processes.101
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Also, strategy and quality are at a crossroads of managerial practice and academic research. Finally, both strategy102
and quality share common interests and convergent goals.103

Indeed, from their earliest beginnings to the present day, the quality and strategy approach tend to widen104
their spectrum of research not to be locked in a category of very particular problems. Initially, the majority of105
researchers in quality and strategy adopted language, economic and industrial logic. Economics and engineering106
are disciplines that are known to have had the most influence on the construction and evolution of both fields. In107
this sense, a large part of the researchers of quality and strategy come from the fields of economics, management108
or engineering. Also, regarding method, analytical tools and theories developed in the economic and engineering109
fields have played a crucial role in quality and strategy (transaction cost theory, signal theory, scheduling, etc.).110

Various influences between the strategy, the quality approach and other fields within human and social sciences111
has created a constant search for diversity and adaption in an increasingly complex environment.112

The final conceptual bridge between quality and strategy are the shared interests and common goals. Also, a113
subject that puts them in competition. From this point of view, the proximities are numerous, but we mainly114
evoke those relating to the adaptation of the environment and the search for performance.115

Although they have not had a leading role in their construction, psychology and sociology have also enriched116
ideas in these two fields.117

The human sciences have contributed to the clarification of essential questions about individual behavior,118
group behavior or corporate culture to explain managerial decision-making processes, individual or collective119
learning, or even leadership.120

Quality and strategy, perhaps more than any other, are at the interface between practice and theory.121
Combining the optics of action and with that of academics. They have a singular success among managers,122
students and even neophytes in management. The problems within the fields have attracted increasing interest,123
testified by the number of conferences and publications that are still growing. The postulates of considerable124
contributions in quality or strategy published within well-known books, intended for a very wide audience.125

The final conceptual bridge between quality and strategy is their shared interests and common goals. Also,126
a factor that puts them in competition. From this point of view, the proximities are numerous, but we mainly127
evoke those relating to adaptation to the environment and the search for enhanced performance.128

4 III. Quality and Strategy Approach: A Consensual Relation-129

ship130

The interest raised by the problem of the quality -strategy link is at the origin of numerous research. Especially131
since the subject is quite arbitrary as much as its managerial implications are not so obvious at first glance.132

Unfortunately, however, most of this is the work of the Anglo-Saxon. It is only recently that we are aware of the133
strategic role played by quality. We are gradually moving towards a conceptualization of the qualitystrategy link,134
but many obscure points remain unrevoked. There are also some inconsistencies in the definition of hierarchical135
levels where a strategic approach is considered, and furthermore where quality can have a significant contribution.136
The clarification of these points constitutes a necessary step in the conceptualization of the quality-strategy link137
and 117 the emergence of a consensual definition of this interface. Thus, the plethora of strategic models, some138
of which are relatively complex, has created confusion regarding the implementation of quality that benefits from139
the contribution of standards. Especially since quality through these eminently strategic dimensions, possessed140
some tools that may prove relevant to develop a simple implementation, but not such a simplistic strategy.141

The presence of a quality management system within a company represents an opportunity to develop a more142
productive approach to its strategy. It can then rely on a real strategic management system. This observation143
becomes even more important when the firm has grasped the strategic dimensions of quality.144

Also, quality can become an instrument for developing a competitive advantage, when it creates a certain145
satisfaction for the client 2 and when it constitutes a key criterion of purchasing. Quality is then a means of146
differentiation that can be assessed according to consumer 3 expectations and existing proposals on the market 4147
Also, the effectiveness of a QMS is primarily a quality policy that must not only be compatible with the company’s148
strategy but also instilled and driven by management Norme ISO 9001 . Considering that strategic thinking is149
now moving towards notions such as organizational learning, it calls for a more resource-based approach. In150
other words, Strategy is accepted as a rule to make decisions relating to the coupling of the company and its151
environment. Moreover, it is at this level, that qualitative and purely strategic thinking come together. This152
presupposes that managers are sufficiently open to accept strategy and quality as vectors of cultural integration153
of their company. To this end, one of the offerings of the quality approach to strategy is to move from diagnostic154
to prescriptive. This particularly delicate step defines the choice of strategic movements.155

These relate to activities (Strategic Business Areas), which make up the company’s business portfolio, and156
even to new commitments, regarding product (s), market (s) and technology (s).157

In this sense, strategic thinking is enriched, at least from an operational point of view, by the components of158
the quality approach. By meeting the requirements of the quality standards, those provided for the existence and159
maintenance of elements universally recognized as strategic. Two of them, the segmentation and the strategic160
loop are of particular importance.161
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5 5162

6 IV. Gradual Assimilation of the Strategic Orientation of the163

Quality164

Approach with the new Version of ISO 9001 Version 2015165
. From a practical point of view, this coherence should take into account the orientations and the system166

of objectives that guided the development of the strategy. The formulation of the quality policy, therefore,167
represents an eminently strategic act.168

Awareness of the limits of the quality approach, progressively confined to the classic issues, marks the beginning169
of a phase of renewal of the practice. The approach now has a set of distinctive strengths and competencies that170
can contribute to the reccurrence and development of a strategic direction for quality.171

The context, risks, and opportunities approach in the new ISO 9001 standard show a slip up in the methodology.172
If we analyze and manage the risks of the company through quality management to sustain the continuity of173
its activities, then we raise the approach to a strategic level. This desire stipulated in the new standard, aims174
to place quality as a central element of internal control and risk apprehension 6 a) Analysis of the Theoretical175
tracks of the strategyquality interface: The mediating role of the performance . The approach initially refers to176
the identification, evaluation, rating, and classification of risks. In a second step, corrective actions are taken to177
prevent the identified risks. Also, improving the recognition of opportunities can for example, rely on strategic178
diagnostic models such as SWOT analysis.179

Also, the notion of ”interested party” introduced in the new version of ISO 9001 is closely related and provides180
an important foundation for strategic thinking. In the 2008 version, the quality system is focused on the customer,181
whereas in the new standard, all the factors that contribute to providing quality to the customer are, ”interested182
parties”, 162 also the suppliers, the legislator, the sub-contractors, shareholders, etc.183

The main aspiration of any company is to have the optimal allocation of the necessary resources for the184
realization of its products to make a profit. To achieve this, it uses several management methods, including185
quality management, which is not without consequences in the organization.186

In this sense, the majority of research in quality is especially concerned with the issue of performance. Any187
quality approach is based on the concept of continuous improvement (as stipulated in the new version of the ISO188
9001 v 2015 standard).189

Although quality performance has been measured through numerous indices (cost of nonquality, customer190
satisfaction rate, etc.), for decades, there are still areas in need of investigation of its performance. Crucial191
interest since the reason for quality lies in its perspective of improving the overall performance of the company,192
and it is precisely this observation that brings it closer to strategic management because the very essence of193
any strategy is the performance research. Even the issues of key factors of success, competitive advantage, the194
performance of decisions, and contribution to overall performance are as good as the quality as well as the195
strategy. The knowledge of the environment is the second point of a juxtaposition of the concerns of the quality196
approach and the strategy in particular in the last update of the 9001 version 2015 standard. Their position in197
the company and their knowledge of the competitors, the Market and consumers are a source of amalgamation198
of roles, but also of apparent conceptual proximity.199

7 b) The quality strategy: A performance lever200

There is numerous research that has emphasized the positive contribution of quality to the performance of201
organizations. In this sense, Chan and QUAZICHAN 7 Furthermore, Terziovski and Samson stress that the202
development of a quality approach including TQM type always leads to an improvement in performance.203
According to the authors, the latter touches different dimensions namely: customers, suppliers, products204
and services as well as processes. The contribution of Chan and Qazi’s work consisted in identifying a205
set of performance indicators that have undergone improvements, in particular: competitiveness, continuous206
development of products and services, reduction of costs, improvement of productivity, customer satisfaction.207

8 8208

? Quality initiatives have a significant and positive effect on the company’s performance.209
Survey of 1,300 companies led to the following conclusions:210
? The existence of differences between business sectors and the size of business concerning this relationship.211
Rahman 9 Starting from the motivations of the companies for the implementation of a quality approach212

notably: the increase of the market share; satisfaction of customer requirements and improving process efficiency.213
Withers & Ebrahimpour has shown that quality certification improves customer satisfaction. Thus, it creates a214
competitive advantage and therefore increases profitability.215

9 10216

? Quality certification is a source that allows the company to have a competitive advantage.217
conducted an investigation of 362 certified companies. They conclude that:218
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? Quality practices correlate positively with performance measures and especially financial performance.219
? Certification has a powerful impact on the financial and operational performance of the company. ? A220

remarkable difference in performance between certified and non-certified companies.221

10 c) The mechanisms for creating value of a quality strategy222

The quality approach is either triggered by environmental forces or is the result of the manager’s own will to223
enhance the value of their organization. In both cases, the quality approach creates values of different natures224
and consequences.225

Therefore, when the environment dictates the quality strategy, the manager opts for strategic choices226
compatible with the commercial requirements and regulation opportunities. The purpose of the action is mainly227
an external need seeking to satisfy a need or to respect a constraint(a norm or a law 11 ).228

The Economic value when such reasoning leads to favoring the creation of commercial and societal value is229
not fulfilled.230

On the other hand, if the manager opts for a quality approach to add value to their resources and skills, they231
will then have economic value but not systematically commercial value.232

It seems that these two situations can only be intermediate and that the system is in constant readjustment,233
as shown in the figure above. In both of these cases, quality research brings out some form of value, which in the234
long run would be accompanied by global value creation. ? Quality approach and operational performance:235

Initially introduced for the internal control of production, quality procedures aim at improving the internal236
functioning of the company and meeting new imperatives of the production systems, hence the role of quality237
initiatives in the efficiency of the company’s business processes. A commercial approach can be perceived as a238
signal in the market of Certification.239

11 ? ISO 9001 certification and economic performance:240

The implementation of a quality approach improves the financial performance, through several mechanisms241
represented in the figure below: Firstly, companies can generate a large economy through, for example, reduced242
costs of production. On the one hand, through the reduction 11 ABRAHAM J. « Rank Xerox et la reconquête243
du leadership par la qualité », Gestion 2000, V 2, 1994.244

12 Company Environment245

Quality Strategy Societal Value246

13 Economic Value Quality Strategy247

14 ISO 9001248

Implementation of of the standard249

15 Certification250

16 Internal Advantages251

17 Increased control of processes252

Higher quality products / services Increased productivity Increased efficiency253

18 External Benefits254

New markets Increased market share Sales increase255

19 Signal Benefits256

New markets Increased market share Sales increase257

20 Savings258

21 Increase in income Increase in income259

Best Financial Performance of waste and control of the process, also, as a result of a scale of the economy driven260
by high productivity. Savings can also come from better inventory management and lower quality costs. Secondly,261
certification can facilitate the company’s access to new and more demanding markets. Also contributing to the262
increase in its market share thanks to a rise in the sales following the increasing satisfaction of the customers263
and their loyalty. As a result, the quality strategy can lead to the creation of short-term competitive advantage.264

Thirdly, and according to signal 12 theory, markets are characterized by information asymmetry, in the sense265
that customers do not have perfect knowledge of the characteristics of a product and its supplier. As a result,266
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23 A) EXPLORE THE TERMS OF THE QUALITY-STRATEGY LINK

quality certification helps to solve this asymmetric problem by ensuring the quality of the company’s products267
and services. In this sense, certification alone can be an advantage for the company.268

The quality management system is sensitive to the communication actions carried out by companies and can269
be seen as a signal of information on the stock market within.270

? ISO 9001 Certification and Organizational Performance: In an economy where there is uncertainty, the271
only source of sustainable competitive advantage is knowledge. Therefore the organizational contribution of272
the quality approach lies in the management of this knowledge. Thus, one of the most important benefits of273
implementing a quality approach is the impact of the process of writing quality documents on the dynamics of274
organizational learning 13 .275

Certification is also seen as an organizational learning device, and more broadly as a tool for knowledge276
management 14 , but also as a mechanism for rectification of the organization through the codification of the277
know-how of the company in working procedures 15 .278

In summary, we can say somewhat schematically that quality approaches organize and manage the creation279
and flow of knowledge while characterizing two complementary steps and necessary knowledge management.280

12 SPENCE M., ”Job Market Signaling.” Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 87, n° 3, 1973. 13 BENEZECH281
D., LOOS-BAROIN J., « Le processus de certification ISO 9000 comme outil d’apprentissage organisationnel »,282
Revue Sciences de gestion, n° 36, 2003. 14 LAMBERT G., LOOS-BAROIN J., « Certification ISO 9000 et création283
de connaissances opérationnelles ou conceptuelles: Une étude de cas », Revue Finance -contrôle -stratégie, Vol.284
7, n°1. 2004. 15 MISPELBLOM F., « Au-delà de la qualité: démarches qualité, conditions de travail et politiques285
du bonheur », Paris: Syros.1995.286

22 V. Methodology287

Given the specific nature of our previously developed research system, two sizable findings emerge. Firstly, the288
phenomenon still presents certain ambiguities, hence the interest in an exploratory study. It must then be verified289
and modeled (to the extent that that would highlight the correlation between two variables), to later be described290
and argued. Also, each step of the empirical study must enable validation or refute the research question.291

To achieve our goal, we conducted three separate studies: An exploratory qualitative study and two292
quantitative studies with two data collections. If certain methodological choices are common to both, others will293
only use it for one of the three studies. Our methodological reflection, therefore, requires a thorough examination294
of each data analysis procedure.295

23 a) Explore the terms of the quality-strategy link296

The validity of our research question was assessed according to the particularities of the field of study, particularly297
that of Moroccan companies (a sector rarely explored until now), of the relevance of the results obtained, but298
especially of the degree of validity and reliability of the approach pursued.299

In this sense, because of the complexity of accurately describing the nature of the relationship between strategy300
and quality in Moroccan companies, it is necessary to carry out a preliminary study beforehand to increase301
understanding of our issue, as much as possible. As the review of the literature, provided little information on302
the nature of the relationship between strategy formulation and the quality approach. For this reason, we took303
a survey conducted from an interview guide administered to 19 experts and consultants in the areas of strategy304
and quality into consideration.305

The thematic content analysis carried out on the corpus of corresponding oral narratives collected within306
an interview guide, which it’s main ideas have been transcribed, using the NVivo software (version 11) has307
led to the more precise expression of the problem. By limiting our field of investigation to companies with a308
quality management system and introducing the improvement of performance as a mediating variable in this309
relationship. It has also enabled the generation of statements in a perspective of the creation of measurement310
scales relating to the modalities of interference between strategy and quality that may not be found in texts.311
Thus, in addition to the variables resulting from the analysis of the literature, we have identified 13 measurement312
scales including five relating to the strategic process, two relating to the quality behavior of companies and seven313
scales of measurement describing the quality-strategy interface.314

To enrich the initial model we used these different scales of measurement. While the purpose of the preliminary315
analysis is to contribute to the generation of statements from the perspective of creating scales of measurement316
that would not exist in Literature, the second empirical step consists in organizing these instruments of317
measurement. The measures in a questionnaire and then the mobilization of a survey among Moroccan companies318
to verify the reliability and the validity of these calculations and finally, to test the enriched research model.319

The use of a questionnaire survey results from a reflection on how to carry out the quantitative phase of our320
research. When creating measurement scales, our goal was to minimize systematic (bias from the instrumental321
design) and random errors (bias due to study circumstances). For this, CHURCHILL 16 proposes a qualified322
methodological for developing scales of attitudes. In this perspective, the conduct of a study of the dimensionality323
of the constructs through a factorial analysis on a sample of 46 Moroccan companies ISO 9001 certified allowed324
us to highlight the essential dimensions to the understanding of the phenomenon and to purify the instruments325
of measurement as defined in the Churchill paradigm.326
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To establish the factor structure of the scales, we used principal component analyzes (PCA). The results of327
this PCA were subject to a validation procedure using structural equation methods. According to Churchill, this328
approach requires a new collection of data, this time from 97 Moroccan ISO 9001 certified companies.329

24 c) Identify the nature and determinants of the strategyqual-330

ity relationship331

This empirical step is the foundation of our research. It consists of testing previously established models. Thus,332
the models were first checked based on the importance of the intrinsic characteristics of the company and the333
traits of its environment by the definition of these strategic choices and its quality behavior. In a second place,334
we test the models of the direct causal relationship between strategy and quality. Finally, validation of the335
mediating role of performance explaining the relationship between strategy and quality. To do this, the method336
of a structural equation for testing these different models is used again to give us a view from a different angle.337

25 VI. Main Results of the Empirical Study338

To date, the nature of the strategy-quality interface is little known and relatively new. As stated earlier, there339
are very few studies on the subject in the review of the literature. As a result, we had to start from observed340
reality and then build knowledge and reasoning. The complexity of the links made during the survey and the341
multiple contextual variables that could affect them required the use of a multi-method approach.342

Secondly, the principle quantitative empirical step led to the construction of the measurement of scales by343
applying the Churchill paradigm. It is now time to test the enriched model using the structural equation model344
with a sample of 97 ISO 9001 certified companies.345

26 a) Constitution of the sample for the enriched model test346

The constitution of a representative sample is not a conclusion. Ideally, the results from the statistical processing347
of the sample can be ”extrapolated” by the348

27 Intrinsic specificities of the company349

28 Performance350

Strategic process Quality behavior351

29 Development of the quality policy352

The conduct of the quality approach353

30 Type of quality approach354

Importance given to the quality function355

31 Strategic determinants356

Strategic risks357

32 Steering the strategy358

The strategy formulation process359
The type of quality strategy adopted360

33 Strategic objectives361

Characteristics of the environment population. Therefore, the results achieved are expected to be more362
”representative” 17 .363

In this case, we have registered with the International Organization for Standardization 969 ISO 9001 certified364
Moroccan companies that represent our study population. However, the absence of a single exhaustive list of365
Moroccan companies certified ISO 9001 has made it difficult to identify precisely these companies. A cross-366
reference of several sources of information was required:367

? The directory of the provincial delegation of industry, investment, commerce, and the digital economy; ?368
The client portfolio of certain certification firms (SGS-Morocco and Bureau Véritas); ? The lists published on369
the internet relating to certified Moroccan companies. Random sampling of the companies surveyed conducted370
from these different databases. In the end, 97 questionnaires by certified ISO 9001 Moroccan companies.371
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34 CHART 1: COMPANY BREAKDOWN BY LINE OF BUSINESS B) A
GLOBAL MODEL OF THE QUALITY-STRATEGY INTERFACE FOR
MOROCCAN COMPANIES
34 Chart 1: Company Breakdown by Line of Business b) A372

Global model of the quality-strategy interface for Moroccan373

companies374

Beginning the process by validating the general model by auditing the reciprocal impact of strategic thinking on375
quality practices in companies before examining the role of business characteristics and the environment defining376
the relationship.377

At first, the results of the output derived from the models verification is centered on the absence of adverse378
variants and standardized coefficients higher than 1. These minimal conditions attained by the edition of the379
results by the AMOS software.380

After checking the significance of the relationships between the different dimensions of our model, the381
examination of the quality fitting the model, asserts the substantial quality of the different derivative models 18382
. On the other hand, the other indices (GFI, AGFI, CFI) do not reach acceptable thresholds. 17 DÉPELTEAU,383
F. «La démarche d’une recherche en sciences humaine », presse de l’Université de laval, Bruxelles, De Boeck384
Université, 2000. 18 ?²/ddl est inférieur au seuil de 5; le RMSEA est faible (=0,08) et le CAIC est inférieur à385
celui du modèle saturé.386

Therefore, given its complexity the model is considered acceptable in its entirety and that it fits well enough to387
the data observed. Finally, the following figure shows the model achieved. The results of the structural equations388
applied to the models of the quality-strategy interface are within their satisfactory sets.389

Thus, the strategic process of Moroccan companies is determined by ”, the maturity of the company,” ”its size,”390
”its status,” and ”, the origin of its capital.” It is also conditioned by certain characteristics of the environment,391
namely: ”business sector,” ”nature of competition,” ”competitive position,” and” turnover destination.”392

For the most part, the quality behavior depends on ”the maturity of the company,” ”its size” and its393
”shareholder structure.” Also influenced by the characteristics of the ”business sector,” the ”nature of the394
competition,” and the ”type of marketing.395

Moreover, concerning the reciprocal influence of the strategy and the quality approach, the regression analyzes396
carried out using the structural equation models reveal that all the dimensions of the strategy significantly397
influence at least one of the components of the quality behavior in companies. On the other hand, the other398
meaning of the relationship (Quality approach à Strategy), the structural equation tests have affirmed the399
significant influence of three aspects of the quality behavior of the company on the conduct of its strategy400
(Quality policy, the implementation of the quality project and the type of quality approach implemented). These401
results deserve further attention. First, the findings show that the overall quality of the regressions is quite high.402
However, if the strategy of the company justifies 64% of the variance of its quality behavior, while reciprocally, it403
construes only 47% of the strategy. These results are satisfactory. They indicate that the relationships highlighted404
between strategy and quality approach, despite their differences, are significant. Also, we have shown that the405
strategy’s development determinants focusing on ”customers, the environmental and societal context, competitors406
and shareholders” seem to inspire the content of the quality policy as well as the extent of the actions implemented.407
Especially companies quality project (risk management, customer satisfaction studies, staff satisfaction survey).408
Also, the strategic risks, manifested in the scarcity of the MOD, the changes in customer trends and tastes,409
the difficulty of supply and competition, highly determine the place and weight of the quality function in the410
company.411

The more the company is confronted with a turbulent environment, the more it tends to give importance412
and heed to the quality function within the company structure (size, nature of the structure, position in the413
organization chart.).414

In other words, these companies have a risk management tool. Also, the management of the strategy (by415
the parent company, or internally) significantly determines both the type of quality approach adopted (SQM,416
SME, OHSAS, TQM ...) and the quality actions implemented. As for the approach to formulate the strategy, it417
influences the implementation of the quality approach and the role of the quality function within the company.418

Finally, the tests indicated that the type of strategy adopted guides the choice of the type of quality approach419
implemented as well as the content of the quality policy c) Study of the mediating role of performance in the420
definition of the Quality-Strategy interface Both in the literature and in the empirical work, there are various421
debates raised about the possible impact of strategic actions, especially those related to the implementation of422
a quality approach to improve business performance. This research consists of confirming or invalidating this423
relationship in the context of certified Moroccan companies. Moreover, and given the polysemy of the notion of424
accomplishments, we developed during this research a scale of measurement specific to the sample studied.425

The edition of the results by the AMOS software indicates the absence of negative variance and standardized426
coefficients higher than 1. Fulfilling the accepted minimum conditions of the model.427

The particular scales were removed to improve the quality. Student tests are generally significant except for428
particular scales. Which we removed to improve the quality of our model.429

Concerning the quality fit, the ?² / dd and the CAIC have satisfactory values. The other indices (GFI, AGFI,430
RMSEA, CFI) do not reach the acceptable thresholds. However, they are sufficient about the criteria developed431
for complex models.432

From the tests carried out, it turns out that the performance is a mediating variable in the relationship433
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between strategy and quality approach in the company. However, this mediating effect is only partial, insofar as434
the regression coefficients between certain scales of the strategy and quality on the one hand and performance, on435
the other hand, it remains insignificant. The strategy and quality then allow the company to ensure a particular436
mastery and take advantage of its environment by creating a competitive advantage allowing it to generate value437
given these capabilities.438

The increased importance of gaining a competitive advantage can be the starting point for the process of439
bringing the strategy and the quality approach closer together. In this context, according to Caby, Hirigoyen440
??9 . ”Three types of levers of strategic essence are at the origin of the competitive advantage source of value441
creation: the strategic levers strict sense, financial levers, and levers of governance of business. Therefore, the442
quality approach as a strategic choice or even as a lever of governance can constitute a competitive advantage443
for the company. Two crucial conceptions are then at the origin of the contribution of the quality approach to444
the competitive advantage of the company. A classic approach from Porter’s work described as ”distributive.”445
According to which, the certified company develops key factors of success in reassurance or modeling its446
environment and which will enable it to exploit the trust of the customers against other actors.447

35 Steering the448

These success factors relate to the company’s strengths regarding resources and skills that give it a competitive449
advantage that is not imitable in the short term. Distinguished by Five broad categories of criteria: market450
position, cost structure, image, technical skills, and innovation.451

The second so-called ”contributive” concept, developed from the 1970’s, assumes that thanks to the452
implementation of a quality approach, the company could create more wealth by making better use of its resources.453
It gives the company a dynamic capacity for its development.454

These two points of view are by no means exclusive but complementary to justify the diversity of different455
types of quality approaches observed amongst the companies in our example.456

36 VII. Interpretation Tracks Entirely457

Consistent with the Framework of our Research458
The results obtained in the context of our empirical study are broadly in line with the theoretical contributions459

and the empirical work presented in the first part of this thesis. Allowing the deduction of the relevant460
interpretations.461

Initially the perspective, in the relationship between strategy and the quality approach based on the role of462
the quality approach as a vector of transformation, a management and risk management tool for the company.463
Secondly, considering the quality as a variation of the strategy.464

From another perspective, the success of the interface stems from the company obtaining a competitive465
advantage through the development of a number of key success factors and dynamic capabilities. These contribute466
to the improvement of the business performance.467

In addition, the inefficiency of a quality strategy by extrapolating lessons from the ”strategic alignment” model468
to the quality strategy interface has been justified. Indeed, only a harmonious and coherent relationship between469
the general strategy of the company and the quality approach implemented and having sufficient resources to470
achieve the desired goals would generate better performance. Thus, and as we have already mentioned above,471
using a quality strategy provides the company with new success factors and strengthens its dynamic capacity,472
generates competitive advantage and therefore creates value.473

However, these benefits are not automatic. This observation, therefore, leads us to refine our thinking to474
understand the operating mechanism of the strategy and the quality approach enabling the company to create475
value. In this sense, we refer to the ”strategic alignment” model to answer our question.476

Inspiration drawn from Henderson and Venkatraman 20 Information technology theory, which assumes that477
there are links between the technologies and the resources available to the company. Concerning the ”strategic478
alignment” of information technologies in the company. According to this model, the performance of the479
integration of information technologies depends on a dual process: The transposition of this model seems to480
carry relevant explanations for the reading of the various possible interfaces of the strategy-quality approach. a)481
The quality approach as a variation of the strategy Primarily, the general management or the parent company482
are at the origin of the quality approach. A strategy dictated to ensure the operational execution of the activities483
according to predefined and persistent management rules. In this case, the quality project adapts to the existing484
processes, and its task comes down to trying to satisfy them. This type of relationship is usually done in the485
case of a relatively rigid company in which the quality function does not intervene, or only slightly, in this type486
of organization.487

37 b) The quality approach as a vector of transformation488

In the second form, the general management defines a new strategy that will trigger a redefinition of the quality489
policy. In other words, the latter is called to concretize a will expressed by the general direction. Once redefined490
the quality policy, one must think about the resources needed to implement it. Evaluating the quality approach491
in this case by its ability to meet the needs of top management.492
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39 D) THE QUALITY APPROACH AS A PROVIDER OF OPERATIONAL
SERVICES

The importance of the actions carried out in the framework of the QMS is a key differentiating factor in this493
type of quality approach.494

38 c) Quality approach source of competitive advantage495

The outcome of the quality approach is an initiator of the overall strategy of the company. As a result, business496
strategy and business processes do not exist at first glance but arise from the opportunities offered by the quality497
management system. The conduct of a quality approach then offers the company a competitive advantage.498

39 d) The quality approach as a provider of operational services499

In this latter mode of alignment, the focus is on the relation of the quality approach to the line of business. The500
quality function contributes to the development of a resource organization strategy to provide excellent results.501
The processes of the company are questioned to optimize performance.502

It should be noted that the same company may have to follow different types of alignment depending on the503
activity and the desired positioning. Nevertheless, for a quality-strategy relationship to be the basis of competitive504
advantage and thus a creator of value, it depends on a double integration::505

1. The quality approach must be consistent with the general strategy of the company, must go in the direction506
defined by the company’s management (it is the functional integration of the two fields). 2. The resources507
and general skills of the company. As well as those made available to QMS must adapt to its objectives (it is508
ultimately the functional integration between the resources of the company and quality resources then integration509
between the quality policy and the resources to be made available). This second form of alignment conditions510
the ability of quality to achieve the goals of the company at a lower cost.511

An ideal situation for implementing a quality project. The latter, led by resources adapted to the company’s512
objectives, will be able to feed the strategy regarding opportunities, innovative projects, organization and513
risk management. These favorable changes will allow the company to acquire key success factors or dynamic514
capabilities. Creating a competitive advantage and therefore value creation for the company.515

1. The quality approach must be consistent with the general strategy of the company, it must go in the direction516
defined by the company’s management (it is the functional integration of the two fields). 2. The resources and517
general skills of the company as well as those made available to the QMS must be adapted to its objectives518
(it is ultimately the functional integration between the resources of the company and quality resources then519
integration between the quality policy and the resources to be made available). This second form of alignment520
conditions the ability of quality to achieve the goals of the company at lower cost. This is an ideal situation for521
implementing a quality project. The latter, led by resources adapted to the company’s objectives, will be able522
to feed the strategy in terms of opportunities, innovative projects, organization and risk management. These523
favorable changes will allow the company to acquire key success factors or dynamic capabilities. This creates a524
competitive advantage and therefore value creation for the company Therefore, based on the central concept of525
continuous improvement, the quality must promote risk management to prevent undesirable outcomes. The first526
step is to identify, evaluate and classify risks according to their natures. In a second step, actions must be taken527
to face or prevent the identified risks. This sequence is possible due to the construction of a risk map, allowing528
to formulate adapted answers. The following figure shows the four types of possible decisions. The company529
rarely meets this type of risk, the impact of which is minimal. It is sufficient for the company to take appropriate530
corrective actions to overcome them.531

Moderate Risk to Transfer: This is the outsourcing of risk to companies with the necessary capacities to take532
charge of them. 1 2 3 4 5 6533

1MINTZBERG H., LAMPEL J. ”Reflecting on the Strategy Process”, Sloan Management Review, vol. 40,
no. 3, 1999.

2MÜLLER W. « Gaining competitive advantage through customer satisfaction », European Management
Journal, V9 n°2, Juin. 1991.3 KOTLER P. & DUBOIS B. « Différencier et positionner l’offre », Havardl’
Expansion, n°65, 1992.4 HOROVITZ L. « La non qualité tue », Harvard l’Expansion, Eté, 1986.5 Norme ISO
9001, chap. 5.1, Responsabilité et engagement de la direction.

3CHEMANGUI, M. « Proposition d’une métrique de la qualité de l’audit: Expérimentation dans le cadre des
relations d’agence internes ». Comptabilité -Contrôle -Audit1: 2009.

4CHAN, T. H., & QUAZI, H. A. ”Overview of quality management practices in selected Asian countries”.
Quality Management Journal, 2002. 8 TERZIOVSKI, M. AND SAMSON, D. ”The link between total
quality management practice and organizational performance”. International Journal of Quality & Reliability
Management, 16 (3), 1999. 9 RAHMAN, S. ”A comparative study of TQM practice and organizational
performance of SMEs with and without ISO 9000 certification”, International Journal of Quality and Reliability
Management, Vol. 18, 2001. 10 WITHERS, B. & EBRAHIMPOUR, M. ”Doesiso 9000 certification affect the
dimensions of quality used for competitive advantage?” European Management Journal 18(4), 2000.

5CHURCHILL G. A, « A paradigm for developing better measures of marketing constructs », Journal of
Marketing Research, Vol. a16, 1979.

6CABY J. et HIRIGOYEN G., « La création de valeur de l’entreprise », Economica, Paris, 2001.
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39 D) THE QUALITY APPROACH AS A PROVIDER OF OPERATIONAL
SERVICES

1

Period Environmental Characteristics Quality
Approach

Business
Strategy

Before
1900

Market shortage Very high Demand Unit Control

Era of Industrialization Implicit Ap-
pearance

1900-
1950

Development of Standardization Statistical Qual-
ity Control

Progress of Household Demand,
High Increase,

1950-
1970

Business Diversification, Quality
Assurance

Strategic
Planning

Arrival of the Consumerism Society
Period of Recession,

1970-
1990

Petrol Crisis, Total Quality
Control

Strategic Po-
sitioning

Refocusing Business Activities
Globalization,

1990-
2000

Exacerbated Competition Quality Manage-
ment

Strategic
Management

Market in Saturation Total Quality
Management

Recently Well informed Customers Era of New Tech-
nologies and Innovations

Total Quality
Learning

Model of
Resources
and Skills

Figure 8: Table 1 :

Figure 6:
Strategic Determi-
nants

H PS2 H PQ1Development of the Quality
Policy

Strategic
Pro-
cess

Strategy Strategy
Formulation
Process

H H PS4 PS3 Performance H H PQ2 PQ3 Type of Quality Approach
Implementation of the Qual-
ity Approach

Quality
Be-
hav-
ior

Latent
vari-
ables

Observed variables

Figure 9:
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High
Substantial risk

S Moderate risk
e v To transfer To reduce and monitor
e
r
i
t
y Insignificant risk Moderate risk

To manage To compensate
Low Probability of occurrence High

Moderate Risk to Compensate: generally through
insurance contracts.

Figure 10:
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.1 VIII. Conclusion

The implementation of the various solutions would be planned and administered within the usual framework534
of the overall management of the company.535

.1 VIII. Conclusion536

At the end of this research, an efficient model of the strategy-quality interface by the theoretical and empirical537
information obtained can be drawn up.538

Thus, and as Mr. Porter points out, an analysis of the environment in which the company operates leads539
it to develop, first and foremost, its strategy from which the strategic objectives flow. Subsequently, policies540
specify the in the strategic aims will be operationalized including those part of the quality approaches to be541
implemented. Choices made through, for example, the Porter chain and then defined (e.g. process mapping) so542
that appropriate performances indicators can subsequently be incorporated. These performance indicators will543
reflect both the customer requirements process and the expectations for the initial strategic objectives.544

This global scheme will help managers of companies that have opted for a quality approach to defining their545
business process, identify their performance indicators and then integrate them into methods.546

If the global approach is well implemented, all the performance conditions are met. In summary, we can547
schematize the quality approach -business strategy interface according to a sequential process backed by the548
PDCA cycle (figure ??0)549
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